Philosophy, The Regime of Thought

The problem with thought the realm of Philosophy in the western world is one of reaction and action that has created an almost pointless karmic chain. It’s an institutionalized regime of thought. Its whole history comes from reacting to the paradigm of the Scholastic period, because you have intellectuals reading these foundations of thought and then reacting specifically to them and the baggage train of time of this behavior. Popular thinkers then become those that critique popular thoughts of the culture of intellectualism. The question in this mess is what questions are not being asked and what directions are not being tried. The thought regime is a wall one builds oneself into. The problem of the poison. This thought regime is a type of indoctrination that is walling in people's minds and poisoning the well of freedom of thought and observation. It is costing us. The western world needs to escape from the karmic chain gang of this thought regime. This is also the problem with western educational systems. The institutionalization of the individual mind and the promotion of existing systems and the action and reaction to them with strict taboos in place to maintain this waste of time, which has produced nothing of any value in decades because it removes the genius from the individual and creates a drone in its place.

I suspect that is why the ancients wrote in poetry. It keeps the mind from intellectualization and activates the creative right side of the mind.
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